Abstract

Title: Comparison of sport clubs in Radotin and Zbraslav

Targets: This thesis aims at producing an overview of the sport associations in Prague’s district no. 16, namely in Radotin and Zbraslav. The thesis is to compare the differences in ensuring and carrying on sports activities within the association sphere in the given areas.

Methods: For the purposes of the thesis the following methods have been used, namely a structured nonstandard interview, descriptive analysis and comparison.

Results: It follows from the thesis that the associations based in Radotin do, indeed, function better than those situated in Zbraslav. That is especially true as regards their price policy, financing by way of subsidies, coaching staff, organising of sports events as well as the cooperation with the public. On the contrary, Zbraslav associations have developed better cooperation with schools. Sport clubs in Zbraslav are more focused only on children and youth. In contrast, the Radotín sports clubs are trying to involve in its work all ages. For the purpose of presenting the sports overview we have created systematisation of sports facilities, database of contacts of executive directors of associations and comparative table of certain Radotin and Zbraslav sport associations.
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